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ALPHA AND OMEGA.
BY THE EDITOR.
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The idea of comparing God to letters of the alphabet is foreign
to the Greek mind and reminds one of the arguments of Brahman
sages who philosophise on the letters of the syllable Aum, the first
letter of the alphabet in whose praise hymns were sung, as containing seed-like
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There are a great number of Abraxas gems bearing the name
in a script which closely resembles the Christian symbols
I/\(j[)

Since the lao-worship is older than Christianity we may assume that Christians being reminded thereby of the passage in St.
John's Revelation, adopted the use of the letters.
It seems probable that the agl) is a symbol that is older than
agl>.
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lln the catacombs the earliest well-dated inscription with the Chrisma

is

of the year 71 A.D.,

the last ones belong to the sixth century.

Another hypothesis which, though less probable, is by no means impossible, may find a
The soul (called in Egyptian ka) is spelled in Koptic script kw which bears
close resemblance to the Greek aw. But a derivation of the symbol aw from lao seems more
probable than from ka.
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place in a footnote.

